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  Join me for your 
  VERY own 5 day 
   sleep project....



Day 1
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The Magic Of Sleep
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Getting a good night sleep can make you 
feel AMAZING, it helps our bodies repair,
makes you more clever AND helps your
mental wellbeing.

The best way to get good sleep is to create
a ROUTINE, here are some suggestions you 
can follow.

Give it a go!



The Magic Of Sleep

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

5.

Get up at the same time every day.

Make your bed every morning.

Dim lights in the evening - maybe use a lamp?

Have a warm bath

Stop looking at screens 1 hour before bed - put away

phones, ipads, computers and tv... this can be

REALLY HARD - but it REALLY helps!

Suggestions to add to your sleep routine

Read a book in bed and listen to some calm music.

Do some meditation or calm breathing.
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Lights out at the same time each night! 

You can DO IT!

8.
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Draw your favourite thing in your bedroom



The Magic Of Sleep

Monday

Tuesday

wednesday

thursday

friday

saturday

sunday

put me on your wall www.vickywoodgate.com

SLEEP ROUTINE CHART
Wake up
   time

Make your
     bed

Warm bath Stop looking
 at screens

read or listen
   to music

Meditation and
   breathing

Lights out
    time
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The Magic Of Sleep
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Let’s record your dreams. 
Write down what you can remember
or draw what you saw or felt.

Keep the worksheets by your bed with a
pen or pencil. Make some notes when
you wake up, you could draw a picture 
of what you saw later.



The Magic
 Of SleepSleep Diary
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What happened in your dream?

Type of dream
Funny

Weird

Boring

Recurring

Scary

Exciting



The Magic
 Of SleepSleep Diary
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Draw your dream

Date.......................

How did it make you feel?

Happy

Joyful

Scared

Surprised

Worried

Sad
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     If you can’t remember your dream lets
      give mimi cat a hat, any style will do!
         Oh and she needs finishing too!



Day 4



The Magic Of Sleep
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Mindfulness and meditation are really
good skills to have in your tool box of life.
It can make you feel happier, and can help
you sleep better.

Shall we give it a go?



Close your eyes and imagine you are in a relaxing
beautiful place. Maybe a meadow full of flowers
or a beach with gentle lapping waves. Hear the
sounds, smell the air, imagine as much detail as
you can. Notice how your breathing begins to
slow and you start to relax..... 

Try a little meditation...

The Magic Of Sleep



Meditation and Breathing The Magic
 Of Sleep

e flower breat  ma i e smelli  a flower  breat e i  
t rou  t e ose a d out t rou  t e mout  releasi
a y te sio . epeat a few times. 

ear breat i  reat  li e a sleepy bear  
i ale t rou  t e ose  pause  cou t    
e ale cou t   ..... repeat.

ry t ese  simple breat i  routi es to calm t e mi d before bedtime.
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  Draw a picture of a calm place. It could be a 
    meadow with flowers, or a beach with sand
            or even a forest with trees.



Day 5
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The Magic Of Sleep
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Did you know that fresh air and being 
outside in nature can help you sleep
better.

Why not go for a walk in the park, in
the countryside, on the beach or even see
what you can spot in your garden. If 
you don’t have a garden, even looking 
out the window and gazing at the clouds 
can make you feel more calm. 

If you can’t go outside, why not imagine
what you might see if you could, then write
it down and even draw a picture! 
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What animals did you spot? 

Did you see or hear any birds?

How did it make you feel being outside?

What colours did you see?

What was the weather like?

Some observations on your walk outside



The Magic Of Sleep
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Draw something you saw on your walk.

Maybe a leaf  a flower  a bird a  a imal or a tree

 



The Magic Of Sleep
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You may have 
seen or heard me 
outside.


